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In 1960, when I was a graduate student at Columbia 
University in New York, I obtained a study grant to 
visit the Middle East for the first time. This area 

subsequently became my late husband’s and my area of 
professional specialization, over our thirty-year careers 
as United States diplomats. Toward the end of my initial 
visit, I traveled to Damascus, where I shopped for 
mementos for my family at a store in the Hamadiya 
Bazaar of the old city. Among the enormous array of 
Middle Eastern handicrafts on display, a wonderful 
bracelet caught my eye. It was pewter in color, not shiny, 
and made the clanking sound of a camel caravan. It held 
for me all the mystery and allure of the east that I was 
just getting to know, and its bulky size and geometric 
motif made it very pleasing to the eye. I had to have it. 
This bracelet became my personal signature piece of 

jewelry for many years to come, and the first in a 
collection that over the years has grown to more than 
nineteen hundred pieces.

Five years after that introduction to the Middle East, 
I married David Ransom, whom I had met in a summer 
Arabic class at Princeton University. As we embarked on 
our tandem diplomatic careers, Arab silver jewelry 
became a joint pursuit. In the late 1960s, while posted in 
Jeddah, we learned that old family pieces were melted to 
make new jewelry for brides. We began asking for the 
baskets of discarded jewelry in silversmiths’ shops 
destined for their melting pots and found lovely old 
Saudi pieces ready for destruction. Together we felt an 
urge to learn, document and preserve an artform that we 
both found unique and beautiful. Some of the jewelry 
pieces were coarsely made, clearly done by amateurs or 60
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The Allure of the Traditional

BRACELET 802 from Mardin, Eastern 
Turkey, of low-grade silver, 12.0 
centimeters wide, bought in 
Hamadiya Bazaar, Damascus. The 
bracelet was Marjorie Ransom’s first 
jewelry purchase in the Middle East.  

SILVER NECKLACE 26, rescued from 
a Jeddah melting pot, from Najran, 
Saudi Arabia, 60.0 centimeters long. 
Note the silver cornerless cube 
beads, often seen in stone. 

SILVER TREASURES FROM THE LAND 
OF SHEBA, front cover of Marjorie 
Ransom’s book scheduled 
for publication this fall by The 
American University in Cairo Press, 
Photographs by Robert K. Liu/
Ornament, except where noted. 

Opposite page: MUD BRICK 
BUILDING, Ataq, Shabwa, Yemen, 
June 2005. Photograph by Marjorie 
Ransom.

Together we 
felt an urge to 

learn, document 
and preserve 

an artform that 
we both found 

unique and  
beautiful.
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beginners. Others were more artistically assembled, such 
as a necklace that we rescued from a Jeddah melting pot. 
David not only shared my enthusiasm but over the 
years, on his own, found some of our best pieces, such as 
the gilded silver medallions also shown here.

Our two postings to Yemen, in 1966 and 1975, 
proved pivotal to our study of silver and to the 
expansion of our collection. Yemeni Jewish craftsmen 
were known throughout the Middle East for their 
delicate work; they had produced much of the 
silversmithing craft in North Yemen prior to their 1949 

MARJORIE RANSOM’S LOCAL GUIDE Said, with the 
government-imposed bodyguard, Said’s partner Mubarak, 
and driver Abdullah in Mahra, Yemen, April 2005. 
BEDOUIN SALUMA AWAD HUWAYDIF BAWAZIR AL-DIS, Dis 
al-Sharqiya, Yemen. When she married Saluma owned 
some ten kilograms (twenty-two pounds) of silver jewelry.  
Photographs by Marjorie Ransom.

exodus to Israel. Although there were many fine Yemeni 
Muslim silversmiths, the artform was clearly threatened 
when the Jews departed. Preservation became for us a 
principal goal.

By the mid-1970s I was wearing beautiful old Arabic 
silver jewelry to nearly all diplomatic events in order to 
spread knowledge of and appreciation for this unique 
artform. Our collection grew over the course of postings 
in Sanaa, Damascus and Cairo and evolved from pieces 
just for me to wear, to larger and more spectacular 
pieces as adornment for our residences. We bought 
headdresses, hairpieces and enormous belts. When we 
displayed them on our walls and tabletops we were able 
to compare pieces from different countries and regions 
and note the missing pieces to seek out (Liu 2002). 
Making the collection as complete as possible became an 
important part of our lives.

After my retirement from the Department of State in 
2001, a chance encounter with exhibit designer Ellen 
Benson from Washington, D.C.’s Bead Museum 
inspired me to organize my silver collection, which had 
been gathering dust in locked cases in my home. 
Together we agreed to assemble the exhibit “Silver 
Speaks: Traditional Jewelry of the Middle East” 
(Diamanti 2002) from the best of my pieces from five of 
the countries where I had served: Egypt, Oman (my 
actual posting was next door in the United Arab 
Emirates), Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Yemen. As I wrote 
exhibition captions for the jewelry, I became woefully 
aware of how limited my information was. I had 
collected good pieces, but I had not gathered 
information about the original wearers of the silver and 
the significance the pieces had in their lives.

The exhibition proved to be a great success and 
introduced many Americans to the beauty and 
craftsmanship of Arabic silver jewelry, as well as 
reigniting in many Arab visitors a renewed interest in 
the material culture of their countries. Contacts I made 
while working on “Silver Speaks” led to an invitation to 
lecture on Yemeni silver jewelry at a seminar on Yemeni 
culture sponsored by the Freer Gallery in Washington in 
2002. Dr. Abdulkarim al-Eryani, a special adviser to the 
president of Yemen, was in attendance and later 
encouraged me to research Yemeni silver further. Life is 
full of surprises, sometimes unhappy ones. When my 
beloved husband died suddenly in December 2003 I 
looked desperately for something in which to immerse 
myself. I remembered a prescient voice in my State 
Department Retirement Seminar that advised our class 
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SAYYID HUSSEIN AL-GHIRSI of Tawila, Yemen, 
wearing his unusual jambiya (dagger), May 2005. 
Note intricately tooled sheath for the dagger.  
Photograph by Marjorie Ransom.

to pursue our passion in retirement. If I had a passion 
beyond my wonderful family it was traditional silver 
jewelry. So, I took a chance and applied for a grant to do 
research in Yemen.  I was trained in history and political 
science.  I knew little about anthropology. One thing led 
to another and in the fall of 2004 I was in Yemen 
learning how to ask questions in a new language—the 
language of jewelry and silversmithing. Two grants from 
the American Institute for Yemeni Studies enabled me 
to study the history of traditional silver jewelry in 
Yemen during various stays between 2004 and 2007, 
visits that together totaled over a year.

Yemen, with a greater tradition of silver jewelry than 
any other Arab country, was a rich repository for 
research. While Yemeni society is inherently 
conservative, its people are quite open to foreigners and 
interested in their lives. My knowledge of and affection 
for Yemen, born during our two diplomatic postings, 
grew enormously through daily encounters with, for 
instance, taxi drivers. In my first lengthy stay I lived a 
long taxi ride across town from the old city where I was 
conducting my research and I relied on them twice daily 
to ferry me to and fro. One day, the taxi driver I hailed 
was a tribesman from the Khawlan area northeast of 
Sanaa. As we drove together, he asked me details of my 
life. Where was I from? Was I married? How many 
children did I have? He told me similar facts about his 
life. Then he wanted to know what had brought me to 
Yemen. I told him I had a scholarship to study Yemeni 
silver jewelry. That really impressed him. He looked at 
me quizzically in the rear-view mirror and asked, “How 
old are you?” It is not a question that I always like to 
answer, but I said, “sixty-seven.” He drew to an abrupt 
stop on the side of the road and proclaimed to me in a 
loud, emphatic voice, “You are a bulbul (nightingale)! 
When Yemeni women are your age,” he said, “they are 
all worn out and good for nothing but sitting at home.”

There are many stories that can be told of Yemeni 
extraordinary kindness and generosity. Mubarak, for 
example, decided that it was a waste of time and money 
for my driver, bodyguard and me to commute an hour 
to and from a hotel in Shihr before traveling east to 
Sayhut in Mahra, so he and Said offered us hospitality in 
their homes. Before retiring to the family part of his 
house, Mubarak told me that he would not be far away 
and that I should call on him in case of need. I rose at 
3:30 A.M. to go to the bathroom and then returned to 
my bed. When Mubarak was serving us breakfast in the 
morning he said to all assembled, “Marjorie is such a 

good person. She rose at 3:30 this morning to say her 
prayers!” I did not disabuse him.

Yemenis take great pride in their heritage and 
welcome attempts by foreigners to study it. This can 
have unexpected consequences. Once I was walking 
from an old house in a section of the old city of Sanaa 
with which I was not familiar. I asked a man passing by 
with his family if I was headed in the direction of the 
sayla, the road dividing the old city from the new. He 
affirmed that I was and then walked alongside me. He 
asked where I was from and what I was doing in Yemen. 
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I was wearing my big camera around my neck. After I 
explained that I was researching the traditional silver 
jewelry of Yemen, he asked if I knew Tawila, a small city 
on the road to the capital of Mahwit province. I 
answered that I did. He asked if I had taken a 
photograph of a man wearing a dagger, or jambiya, 
there. I reflected and then remembered that I had 
photographed a man in Tawila who was wearing a very 
special jambiya made in the distinctive Zaydiya style and 
in the shape favored by both judges and sada 
(descendants of the Prophet Muhammad). He asserted 
that Sayyid Hussein al-Ghirsi was waiting for a copy of 
the picture I took of him. I had been in Tawila at least 
seven months earlier; it was a two-hour drive from 
Sanaa. Yemen is a country of twenty some million, and 
this man found me in Sanaa and pressed his friend’s 
demand for a photograph. After that encounter, I made 
sure to get the photograph to Sayyid Hussein quickly.

As a single woman no longer young, I had 
extraordinary access to families and their stories. 
Wherever I traveled, silversmiths were ready and willing 
to talk about their craft. Few before me had asked them 
about their work and they shared their histories with 
enthusiasm. Old ladies literally grew in stature as I asked 

FRONT COVER OF CATALOG “SILVER SPEAKS,” 
published  2002 by the now closed Bead Museum in  
Washington, D.C.

about their wedding jewelry. Not many visitors had 
previously paid them much attention, then suddenly this 
foreign researcher was asking them questions. Their eyes 
shone. These personal interviews that I conducted were 
in Arabic. Since most women stopped wearing silver in 
the 1950s, I wanted to interview men and women of at 
least sixty years of age. Kamal Rubaih, my consultant in 
Sanaa, could communicate with me in English; my other 
interviewees spoke only Arabic. The few times I had 
difficulty understanding a dialect, I found an educated, 
younger family member to help translate into standard 
Arabic. However, it was often a challenge to be allowed 
to leave the male silversmiths and silver dealers to join 
the women in their living section of the house. The men 
assumed I could gather little useful information from 
women and that they, the men, knew so much more. 
But they were wrong. Only women my age and older 
have firsthand knowledge of how the silver jewelry was 
used in family and community culture.

In the course of my research I studied the jewelry 
that tribal and nomadic Bedouin women wore and local 
silversmiths made. This type of jewelry was found all 
over the Middle East, but none of the countries I  
studied had quantities of silver comparable to what I 
found in Yemen. Saluma Awad Huwaydif Bawazir al-Dis 
from Dis al-Sharqiya on the southern coast of 
Hadramaut, told me that she had more than ten 
kilograms (twenty-two pounds) of silver jewelry when 
she married some fifty years earlier. “There was so much 
silver jewelry,” she said, “there was no worry of theft. 
Everyone had some.”

Now gold has taken the place of silver as the valuable 
metal and those who have managed to afford a few 
pieces of gold have to watch it carefully or it will 
disappear. And, to my immense regret, the old silver is 
still being melted down to be sold as silver ingot—a 
tradition traded for cash. Most of the women I 
interviewed, women of limited means, have sold their 
silver jewelry at low prices to traveling merchants.

Initially in my study I was sure that Bedouin women 
still wore silver jewelry. With my local Yemeni guide 
Said, I traveled forty-five kilometers inland to Mishqas, 
east of the fishing village of al-Qusayyar on the southern 
coast of Hadramaut, to interview them. I visited three 
households and then spoke to a group of thirty or so 
women gathered outside a local market. They did not 
have one piece of silver jewelry among them. This 
unfortunately proved the rule in most of my encounters 
with both Bedouin and tribal women.

When I found myself last summer in the final 
stages of preparing my book, Silver Treasures from 
the Land of Sheba, for publication, I was only halfway 
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GILDED SILVER MEDALLIONS 36, Taif, 
Saudi Arabia, purchased by the 
late David Ransom in 1969. Smaller 
medallion is 18.5 centimeters in 
diameter. Instead of stones, these 
are set with glass beads.

there. I had more than enough jewelry in my collection, 
and I had wonderful help in assembling my narrative 
from an anthropologist who knows the subject and a  
skilled editor who could always tighten my story. I 
have two advisers in Yemen—Kamal Rubaih for the 
jewelry of North Yemen and Hassan Bahashwan for the  
jewelry of the old South Yemen and they never tire of 
my fact-checking. 

The big challenge was convincing my publisher, 
The American University in Cairo Press, that I needed 
at least three hundred twenty images to tell my story, 
but after an editorial meeting, they agreed. I had 
chosen Robert Liu to photograph the jewelry and 
costumes; years ago he had taken the photographs 
for the catalog of my first exhibit, Silver Speaks: 
Middle Eastern Traditional Jewelry. They were the 
best photographs I had seen of ethnic jewelry. The 
next issue involved the very large number of pieces of 
jewelry I wanted to include. When he advised me that 
jewelry looks much more exciting when assembled  
in arrangements that show off the details in contrast, I 
was more hopeful, but still had some doubts. I worried 
that individual pieces would lose their importance in  
my narrative. Instead the jewelry really did attract more 
attention when grouped. 

For example, in the photograph of the bracelets used 
for the cover of my forthcoming book, you see a variety 
of techniques and motifs. Note the use of filigree made 
of twisted wire, called maftul, in at least three of the 
bracelets. These coils occur in various sizes, and are a 
unifying theme in this jewelry, along with the 

application of false and real granules. The former 
consists of wire stamped to look like a row of granules, 
as seen in the bracelet second from the top. The latter 
often form floral motifs of seven granules. Almost every 
bracelet is fabricated of layers, in which additional 
elements, like circles or diamond-shaped plaques, are 
soldered on top of the underlaying base structure. Thus 
when pieces of jewelry are placed in close promimity, it 
is easy to compare and contrast their elements. This 
photograph was originally horizontal but was turned on 
its side by the book designer and used as the design 
theme for the cover of Silver Treasures from the Land of 
Sheba, due for publication this fall.

My hope is that my book will contribute to an 
appreciation of the economic and social importance of 
silver in Yemeni society before 1970 and create increased 
demand for these exquisite pieces of traditional silver 
jewelry before the craft disappears entirely. I also want to 
share with a wider world my impressions of an 
extraordinarily hardworking and deserving people with 
a fine sense of humor.  
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